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Executive Summary
This deliverable reports on the second cycle development of the Fed4FIRE monitoring and
measurement architecture covered by the work package 6. The architecture defined in the D2.4 [1]
groups monitoring and measurement services into three main types: facility monitoring,
infrastructure monitoring and experiment measurement.
The first implementation cycle covered only the facility monitoring service across the federation.
However, this service is extended in the second cycle to an advanced level by supporting in‐depth
information about the federated infrastructure health and status monitoring. In addition, the focus
of the second cycle lay on the implementation of the infrastructure monitoring service following the
specifications reported in D6.2 [2]. Infrastructure monitoring information is provided for two
different groups of consumers:
 Coarse‐grained infrastructure monitoring for federation services (SLA management,
trustworthy reputation, and reservation broker), and
 Fine‐grained infrastructure monitoring for experimenters.
Monitoring data of both services (facility monitoring and infrastructure monitoring) are collected
from all participated testbeds and reported to their consumers (experimenters and federation
services) compliant to the OML framework [3] that was adopted in Fed4FIRE from the first
implementation cycle to act as the common monitoring API across the federation. Fed4FIRE
monitoring and measurement architecture does not require testbeds to deploy particular monitoring
tools to produce the measures, but it allows testbeds to deploy any monitoring tools at testbed level
as long as they provide the data compliant to OML, as OML streams through its OML Measurement
Stream Protocol (OMSP). For those testbeds that have no suitable tools at place, the most commonly
used and recommended tools are, in the order of preference, Zabbix [4], Nagios [5] or Collectd [6].
The types and frequencies of the provided monitoring information differ from one service to another
among the offered services, namely facility monitoring, coarse‐grained and fine‐grained
infrastructure monitoring. Therefore, different probes and measurement metrics were defined to
fulfil the requirements of data consumers of each service and the data is then provided to them
according to the architecture design.
Coarse‐grained infrastructure monitoring is implemented in several testbeds and the information is
exported as OML streams and collected in OML collection resources (that use PostgreSQL database
[7] as backends) dedicated for the federation services. A central OML collection resource was
deployed at TUB facilities used by a couple of testbeds, namely – BonFIRE, C‐Lab, FUSECO
Playground, Netmode, NITOS, PlanetLab, VirtualWall1 and VirtualWall2. In this collection resource,
one database is created per a testbted in order to keep the data separated with a well‐defined
structure. However, some testbeds deploy their own collection resources. SLA management module
retrieves the data of interest directly from the PostgreSQL database, while the reputation engine and
reputation broker uses the Manifold [8] to retrieve their data from the collection resource on their
behalf acting as a data broker as specified in D6.2 [2]. The integration of OML and Manifold was
implemented as well as the integration of Manifold with reputation engine and reservation broker.
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Fine‐grained infrastructure monitoring is implemented in some testbeds only, as it requires
extensions in the RSpecs [9] as well as of the Aggregate Managers (AMs). Two AMs have been
extended to support this service, namely FITeagle and NITOS broker. RSpecs of those testbeds using
these AMs have been also extended. These implementations are presented in this document.
Compared to the first development cycle, the following tools are adopted in the second cycle:
 A new release of OML (version 2.11) [10] is implemented in the second cycle.
 Manifold is used as a data broker allowing its user (e.g. reservation broker) to query their
data.
 Extended the NITOS monitoring solution to provide coarse‐ and fine‐grained infrastructure
monitoring services at two testbeds, NITOS and Netmode.
 Developed a couple of OML Wrappers acting as OML clients to provide infrastructure
monitoring data converted from local tools’ formats into OML format.
Finally, it is to be noticed that the experiment measurement service is not discussed in this document
as it is supported in a very simple way, where it is left to experimenters to deploy whatever tools or
frameworks to measure their experimenters, testbeds could setup such tools or frameworks to be
used by experimenters. Testbeds could optionally provide the capability for experimenters allowing
them to export the experiment measuring data as OML streams if needed.
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Acronyms and Abbreviations
API
AM
CET
CPU
DB
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ICMP
JSON
FIRE
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OMSP
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SQL
SSH
XMLRPC
RSpec
URI

Application Programming Interface
Aggregate Manager
Central European Time
Central Processing Unit
Database
First Level Support
Global Environment for Network Innovations
Gateway
Hypertext Transfer Protocol
Identifier
Internet Protocol
Internet Control Message Protocol
JavaScript Object Notation
Future Internet Research and Experimentation
Orbit Measurement Library
OML Measurement Stream Protocol
Operating System
Network Interface Card
Service Level Agreement
Structured Query Language
Secure Shell
Extensible Markup Language Remote Procedure Call
Resource Specification
Uniform Resource Identifier
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1 Introduction
This deliverable reports on the second cycle development of the monitoring and measurement
architecture that was described in the D6.2 “Detailed specifications regarding monitoring and
measurement for second cycle” [2]. During the first cycle of developments, facility monitoring was
implemented by all the testbeds which served as the basis for the First Level Support (FLS). In the
second cycle, most of the efforts were focused on delivering infrastructure monitoring for the
federation services like the SLA, the Reputation and the Reservation service. To this aim, a Data
Broker was introduced to the architecture for facilitating and standardizing the method of acquiring
infrastructure monitoring data by the federation services. Moreover, resource monitoring
capabilities description and discovery was also defined among the testbeds. In this deliverable,
reports are provided about the implementations related to the above functionalities. That means,
this deliverable will not report the deployment of these functionalities and services at all federated
testbeds, which is done within the scope of WP3 (Infrastructures) and WP4 (Services and
Applications) covered by the respective deliverables D3.5 and D4.5 (both have the same title “reports
on the second cycle development”, to be submitted in parallel to this deliverable). But rather, this
deliverable discusses the deployment of these new functionalities and services implemented in cycle
2 in some testbeds as examples.
The document is structured as follows. In Section 2 requirements are presented. Section 3 reports all
the implementations that were carried out in the second cycle development and Section 4 concludes
the deliverable.
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2 Inputs to this deliverable
This section gives a brief summary on requirements from different stakeholders in Fed4FIRE that are
relevant to monitoring development in the second cycle.

2.1 Architecture
Deliverable D2.4 “Second Federation Architecture” [1] identified three types of monitoring: facility
monitoring, infrastructure monitoring and experiment measuring (Figure 1 and Figure 2).
This deliverable focuses on the facility and infrastructure monitoring services that are implemented
in the second cycle. These services are related to the monitoring of the availability and of the health
status of testbeds involved in the Fed4FIRE federation and of the infrastructure resources by the
testbed providers, respectively.
For the testbed side, they are defined by the architecture (D2.4) as follows:
 “Facility monitoring: this monitoring is used in the first level support to see if the testbeds
are still up and running. The testbed has the freedom to adopt any solution to gather this
type of monitoring data as it sees fit (e.g. an existing monitoring framework such as Zabbix,
Nagios or similar), as long as it is able to export that data as an OML stream to the
Federator’s central OML server, which will store it in a database for First Level Support. In the
first cycle of Fed4FIRE, the facility monitoring was rolled out on all testbeds.”
 “Infrastructure monitoring: instrumentation of resources by the testbed provider itself to
collect data on the behavior and performance of services, technologies, and protocols. This
allows the experimenter to obtain monitoring information about the used resources that he
could not collect himself. Examples of such infrastructure monitoring data are information
regarding the CPU load and NIC congestion on the physical host of a virtual machine
resource, the monitoring data of switch traffic, or the gathering of data regarding the
wireless spectrum during the course of the experiment.”
Infrastructure monitoring can be provided for federation services (trustworthy reputation service,
reservation broker, SLA management), as well as for experimenters (for pushing specific resource
monitoring data). At the federator side, distinction is made between the following components:
 The FLS dashboard gives a real‐time, comprehensive but also very compact overview of the
health status of the different testbeds included in the Fed4FIRE federation. To determine this
health status it combines facility monitoring information provided by the testbeds with
specific measurements performed by the dashboard component itself.
 The federator provides an OML server and corresponding database for FLS data to process
and store facility monitoring data of the testbeds to be used by the FLS.
 The data broker is an optional component that can be accessed through the portal, and
which makes it easier for some federation services (like reputation service and reservation
broker) as well as novice experimenters to retrieve their experiment data from the different
sources where it might reside (OML servers of the different testbeds that provided
infrastructure monitoring, OML servers of the experimenter itself on which the experiment
measurements were stored, etc.).
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Figure 1: Monitoring and measurement architecture for cycle 2
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2.2 High priority requirements from the main stakeholders
This section recalls the requirements relevant to the second cycle development of WP6.
Deliverable D8.4 [11] deals with additional implications for facility monitoring to provide an optimal
FLS service. It is mainly concerned with the requirement to operate in a federated environment,
which necessarily leads to a new obligation on a testbed for the active provision of operational
information to FLS. After the first cycle of operation, the following observations have been identified:
 An extensive number of false alarms is triggered.
 The number of tests and supported testbeds is limited.
 The management of the existing tests and supported testbeds is cumbersome.
 The results of the existing tests are not available for use in other applications.
These have now been implemented on (an increasing number of) the testbeds using their existing
operational support systems and by developing common and harmonized approaches to operations,
as explained later in Section 3.1.
In comparison to the first cycle, one additional high priority requirement has been defined for
infrastructure monitoring for experimenters by WP3 and WP4 in deliverables D3.2 [12] and D4.2 [13]:
Req.
id

ST.2.
007

Req.
statement

Real‐time
aggregated
monitoring
management
control

Req. desc.
Fed4FIRE must provide tools to create, view,
update,
and
terminate
monitoring
configurations related to shared resource
types or experiments in real time. Monitoring
data should be reportable for visualisation and
analysis purposes with several reporting
strategies (only alarms, all data, filters, etc.) in
real time in order to provide accurate
information and ease the analysis process. The
experimenter
might
create
own
aggregated/composite monitored elements
out of the available ones when designing the
experiment, deciding what to monitor,
defining some filtering possibilities as well,
and providing the destination endpoint to
send the information to. Monitoring
information must cover information from
different facilities and services. Monitoring
metrics should be compatible across different
facilities. For example, Monitoring computing
& network resources' capacity. The monitored
data during an experiment runtime will be
available to the experimenter for all
components involved in the experiment. If not
aggregated, at least monitoring information
from all involved testbeds must be provided.
Testbeds must be able to publish
infrastructure status through an API

Comments

Justification of Requirement

As most of the
monitoring in cycle
1 is done by using
OML
streams,
experimenters
should be able to
create
and/or
configure
new/existing OML
Measurement
Points in real time
(maybe via FRCP)

Access to experiment monitoring
should be defined by the
experimenter and not by the
testbeds themselves. This could be
extended
to
infrastructure
monitoring in the context of an
experiment. Experimenters should
be able to select the metrics they
need to monitor, so they can get
information that is useful and
meaningful to them. Give the
experimenters the basic monitoring
metrics and the ability to aggregate
them. Particular resources may
need
specific
control
&
configuration
interfaces
to
unburden an experimenter from
the need to know about detailed
testbed infrastructure capacities
and architecture. Additionally, due
to differences in the equipment a
resource having identical functional
features may have different control
&
configuration
capacities.
Experimenters need to be informed
quickly of any notifications ‐ e.g.
breakdowns or errors, so they can
react to them

D2.4 also identified the requirements for the central services (reputation service, reservation broker,
SLA management), among which the following one is related to the monitoring part:
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Req.
id

Req.
statement

Req. description

ST.3.
011

SLA
monitoring

Once the user begins the experiment, the SLA
management will be able to compare each
individual SLA with the monitoring of every
testbed involved.

Comments

Justification of Requirement
The SLA management takes
available monitoring information as
input and evaluates if the agreed
SLA is being met

2.3 Requirements from WP6 (Measuring and Monitoring)
To support the implementation of the target monitoring services, additional requirements were
identified by WP6. These are presented briefly as follows:
 To support fine‐grained infrastructure monitoring service for experimenters, testbeds should
advertise their capabilities to provide this service in per resource basis. That means while
describing a resource, it should be visible for experimenters that a testbed is capable of
providing monitoring information about infrastructure resources related to this resource or
not. If yes, an experimenter should be on‐demand able to request this service and the
testbed’s aggregate manager should be able to deal with this request and take the proper
actions to provide the data.
 To support the coarse‐grained infrastructure monitoring for federation services like
reputation and reservation, a data broker is used by these service to retrieve data from OML
collection resources. For the data broker to achieve this job, it has to be allowed to remotely
retrieve data from different sources through proper gateways. A user should have access
right only to his/her own data. It therefore requires to transport or to manage user
credential, used to interact with the data sources.
 Deployment of local monitoring and measurements tools that provides the data at testbed
level.

2.4 Deviations from specifications in D6.2
In the second development cycle we have met those requirements from the architecture as well as
other stakeholders concerning the infrastructure monitoring as well as the specifications defined for
the second cycle. Thus, there are no significant deviations from the D6.2 [2].
However, some but not all AMs, which are used by Fed4FIRE testbeds, have been extended to
support fine‐grained infrastructure monitoring service for experimenters. This is because all testbeds
planned to deploy this service in the third cycle. This decision is made within the scope of WP3 and
WP4, to be reported in the respective deliverables D3.5 and D4.5 (both have the same title “reports
on the second cycle development”, to be submitted in parallel to this deliverable). Therefore, the
extension of the remaining AMs (WP5 support) is planned to be done in the third cycle.
Furthermore, in the architecture design provided in D6.2 (see also Figure 2), the reputation engine
accesses coarse‐grained infrastructure monitoring information using Manifold that acts as a data
broker to the infrastructure monitoring. This was not implemented in the second cycle. The decision
is made by the developer of the reputation engine (within the scope of WP7) to directly access the
data from the collection resource (OML server with PostgreSQL database as backend), but might use
Manifold in the third cycle.
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3 Implementation of the main architectural elements
3.1 OML Release Version 2.11
A new version of OML was released. Version 2.11 of the library introduces changes in the OML
Measurement Stream Protocol (OMSP) to support non‐scalar data such as vectors (e.g., a frequency
scan) as a single data sample. The C client library has also been expanded to support more
introspection: it now exposes a new Measurement Point (MP), `_client_instrumentation`, which
reports information on the number of measurements injected as well as dropped by each
application, in addition to various readings of the amount of memory used by the library. The
network code of both client and server has been updated to seamlessly support IPv6 connectivity
when available, or gracefully fail over to IPv4 if not functional. The server has also been extended to
expose more events to the hook script: in addition to the pre‐existing `DBCLOSED` event, the script is
now also informed about database creation (`DBCREATED`) or re‐opening (`DBOPENED`). This allows,
amongst other things, to do more reactive management of the data storage backend such as, e.g.,
setting up additional access permissions to newly‐created databases. A number of major bugs were
also fixed by this release, making the reporting chain more resilient to transient errors.

3.2 Facility monitoring extension
Facility monitoring service was rolled out in cycle 1 and also reported in D6.3 [14]. This service has
been extended to cover additional features in the second and third cycles. The visual layout of the
dashboard is kept the same as in cycle 1. However, the facility monitoring software has been
completely rewritten for cycle 2 and 3. The main reasons of rewriting the backend software are:
 To avoid false alarms: we can now average out over multiple runs of the tests
 To further scale up to more tests and testbeds
 To ease the management of the tests and testbeds
 To have an API on top of the tests so that the testing information can be used as info in other
applications
Currently the following is deployed for cycle 2 as depicted in Figure 3. We monitor six services per
testbed (the first four already supported in cycle 1):
1. ICMP ping to the AM server or some other testbed server: this checks connectivity over the
internet to the testbed. If this fails, testbed can likely not be used.
2. AM API GetVersion call: tests the AM component (no credential is needed)
3. AM API Listresources to know the number of free resources. If this is 0, then new
experiments cannot be created.
4. Red/Green/Amber internal status of what the testbed provider monitors himself. This is
custom per testbed, and is based on the testbed’s facility monitoring data.
5. Aggregated status: this aggregates all tests, averages (to avoid false alarms!) and sends
emails to the FLS Geant Network Operation Centre whenever there is a new alarm or when
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an alarm is solved. This creates automatically tickets in the OTRS system, and notifies as such
the testbed SME (Subject Matter Expert) which can comment on the ticket.
6. Login status: result of the last login test per testbed
There is a live visualization at the Fed4FIRE FLS dashboard [15] and there are also email alarms and
long term statistics to dive into the monitoring information of the past.

Figure 3: FLS dashboard architecture

Since a picture says more than a thousand words, screenshots from the FLS dashboard are given
below (note the added column with Login status), this column was not shown on the dashboard in
the first cycle and by adding it, the experimenters and FLS GEANT Network Operation Centre have a
view on the full experiment life cycle (creating a node and trying ssh login) per testbed. This node
login test runs twice a day per testbed.
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Figure 4: FLS dashboard screenshot

Also, to help people in debugging issues, the ability to click every cell was added. A user can now click
every cell in the dashboard and see more information, e.g. when clicking a free resources cell of
Virtual Wall 1 you will get more information displayed as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Information displayed about Virtual Wall 1 upon clicking on its respective Free Resources cell
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All links shown in Figure 5 can give more information. For instance, clicking on the Call Logs link will
give you the exact call logs as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Example of Call Logs of Virtual Wall 1

Clicking on RSpec link, you will get the raw RSpec, while clicking on the Detailed Test History, you will
get the history displayed as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Example of test history of Virtual Wall 1 testbed
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One can also see that now API URL’s (which return JSON formatted replies) are listed and can be
used in other tools. Also the handlings (add, edit, delete) of the testbeds in the backend is now web‐
based, as shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9.

Figure 8: Federation Monitor Admin Web interface

Figure 9: Adding or editing testbed information through the Federation Monitor Admin Web interface
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The user can even use the Federation Monitor Admin Web Interface for testing purposes as shown in
Figure 10. While Figure 11 shows some examples of test instances in four testbeds.

Figure 10: Test options in the Monitor Admin Web Interface

Figure 11: Examples of test instances in four testbeds

For more federation monitoring details, testbeds and experimenters can access to in‐depth data
through the FLS dashboard, by visiting the page (https://flsmonitor.fed4fire.eu/wizard.html).
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3.3 Infrastructure monitoring
This section reports on the implementation of infrastructure monitoring service to provide the
necessary information for different consumers, mainly grouped into two categories: federation
services (SLA management, reputation and reservation) and experimenters. We have in D6.2 already
differentiated between both categories and gave them two different granularities, coarse‐grained
infrastructure monitoring for federation services and fine‐grained infrastructure monitoring for
experimenters.
However, before discussing their implementations, we first review briefly the interaction and
implementation of the infrastructure monitoring services in the Fed4FIRE architecture as a whole.
Figure 12 illustrates a high‐level architectural overview on the implementation, deployment and
utilization of infrastructure resource monitoring. Testbeds provides monitoring data as OML streams
about infrastructure resources to experimenters and to federation services like SLA management and
reputation services (see step 5 in the figure). These consumers have different interests in
infrastructure monitoring information, and thus, they get different set of data. This is implemented
at testbed level through measuring particular metrics, and then, deliver proper measurements to
their consumers as OML streams following specific schemas (e.g. one schema per metric).

Figure 12: Infrastructure monitoring implementation

It is to be noticed, on the one hand, that infrastructure monitoring information are delivered to the
experimenters as well as SLA management and reputation services about infrastructure resources
used by experiments during the experiments’ lifetimes only. We therefore see in Figure 12, the
delivery of such information to the experimenter and SLA and reputation after the deployment of
experiment resources.
On the other hand, the reservation broker, as one of the federation services, consumes
infrastructure monitoring information not only during the experiment lifetime but also historical and
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real time information. We therefore see in Figure 13 no connection or relation to any experimenter
or experiment resources deployed by an AM compared to the case of Figure 12, where the AM
configures on‐the‐fly suitable OML wrappers to deliver different set of monitoring data to various
consumers based on some parameters such as experiment IDs, resource IDs, experimenter ID,
measurement metrics, collection resource IDs, etc.
Detailed descriptions on how all these are implemented are given in the following sections.

Figure 13: Infrastructure monitoring implementation (special case for reservation service)

3.3.1

Infrastructure monitoring implementation at testbed level

To implement infrastructure monitoring services (both coarse‐grained for federation services and
fine‐grained for experimenters), testbeds could use tools already in place. But if such tools are not
capable of providing the necessarily information, we recommended and provided different tools that
can be deployed for producing the measurement in a preferable order, namely Zabbix, Nagios and
Collectd.
Which kinds of metrics are measured is left to be decided by each testbed depending on the nature
of its infrastructure as well as the offered resources and services.
Usually testbed providers are aware of the requirements of their experimenters, either from those
currently using their facilities or based on experience gained from the past. Requirements are also
gathered in Fed4FIRE by the infrastructure and applications and services community within the scope
of WP3 and WP4. After analysing these requirements, proper metrics are defined; their
measurements are then provided by testbeds to fulfil the needs of experimenters.
Concerning the required infrastructure monitoring information for federation services (SLA,
reputation and reservation), measurement metrics are defined in collaborative efforts between
testbed providers (WP3 and WP4), services developers (from WP5 and WP7) and WP6.
One common aspect among all these activities is that monitoring data are provided by all testbeds
for all consumers through a common API, namely OML, as OML streams following the OML
Measurement Stream Protocol (OMSP) as shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14: Infrastructure monitoring OMSP schemas and data from FUSECO Playground

Figure 14 shows an example of OMSP protocol format that includes data schemas followed by the
measurement data. In this example three schema representing three different measurement metrics
(availability, memory and CPU) are defined. Each includes schema name (name represent metric),
node (representing the node/resource being measured), one or multiple types of data and last time
checked. Following these schemas, the real data are then provided. In this example from the FUSECO
Playground testbed, measurement data of the availability of ten resources (called nodes in the
schema) as well as memory and CPU information about eight resources are provided.
The data are pushed to a collection resource comprised of the two components: an OML server
together with PostgreSQL backend database. Figure 15 shows screenshot of the database showing
how the data is stored. It shows some of the data pushed in the same way represented in Figure 14.
In this example, a database called FUSECO is created for the FUSECO Playground testbed. This
database includes three tables, one per metric (which is represented by a schema). The schema fields
represent the table fields. Each table entry includes one OML stream, e.g. in the availability table, an
entry includes fine OML related fields and then three measurement related fields (node name,
measured value 1 if a resource is up and 0 if down, and time stamp of that measure).
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Figure 15: Infrastructure monitoring data from FUSECO Playground

It is to be noticed that these schemas were defined according the need of the monitoring consumers,
and all parties (data providers and consumers) agreed to use these schemas. This is not the optimal
way to go, therefore, in the third cycle we will develop a common information model covering the
common monitoring and measurement concepts and relations following the semantic ontologies.
More information on this is provided in D6.4 [16] that focuses on the specifications for third cycle
implementation.
As mentioned, infrastructure resources monitoring information is provided for two consumer
categories: federation services and experimenters. We have already differentiated between both in
D6.2 as coarse‐grained for federation services and fine‐grained for experimenters. Their
implementation is discussed in the following sections.

3.3.2

Coarse‐grained infrastructure monitoring for federation services

Several testbeds currently provide the service for federation services, namely BonFIRE, C‐Lab,
FUSECO Playground, Netmode, NITOS, PlanetLab, VirtualWall1 and VirtualWall2. Local tools are used
to monitor testbed infrastructures, and OML wrappers are implemented and deployed to provide
monitoring data as OML streams to collection resources (OML server with PostgreSQL database
backend) provided for the federation services. Testbeds can optionally deploy their own collection
resources or use the central one. Furthermore, a testbed can deploy one collection resource
dedicated for one federation service (e.g. SLA, reputation or reservation) or one for all services. It is
to be noticed that not all testbeds support all federation services, as their deployments are optional.
In this section, we discuss shortly how coarse‐grained infrastructure monitoring service is
implemented in two different ways (also discuss their deployments in two testbeds from different
natures) following architectural design presented in Figure 12 and Figure 13.
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In the first one, local tools are used to monitor the infrastructures and OML wrappers are
implemented to retrieve and convert data from local tool formats into the common format (OML
streams reported/transported through OMSP protocol). This is the widely implemented way in most
Fed4FIRE testbeds. The FUSECO Playground for instance uses Zabbix to monitor its infrastructure
resources such as EPC mobile core network, EPC clients, cloud testbed (OpenStack controller,
network and compute servers), etc. An OML Wrapper is developed in order to retrieve data from
Zabbix and expose the data as OML streams (as shown in Figure 14). An example of such wrapper
written in Python is provided in the Appendix A: Example of Zabbix‐OML Wrapper for infrastructure
monitoring used in FUSECO Playground. It provides monitoring information about the availability of
nodes, and their CPU and memory utilization. The data is exported in a regular basis every 5 minutes
and stored in the OML collection resource (as shown in Figure 15) and then made available for the
federation services. Currently there is one OML collection resource for all federation services and
each service retrieves the respective data from that resource. The collection resources manages
multiple users (one per service) to access the data.
The second way, the necessary mechanisms for providing infrastructure monitoring for the
federation services are implemented as part of the local monitoring solution, as it is the case at
NITOS testbed. NITOS monitoring solution is capable of performing the measurement and providing
the data as OML streams, i.e. there is no need for any wrappers. The exposed monitoring information
reflects the availability of the testbed’s nodes, indicating whether they are available to the
experimenters or unavailable due to failure or maintenance. The monitoring information is updated
daily during nightly automatic tests that require exclusive access to the node, thus no experiments
can be run during these tests. Tests include all the phases of preparing and running an experiment,
which is powering on a node, loading an OS image on it and finally trying to login through SSH to the
node. Usually, experiments’ lifetime don’t exceed one day, but in case an experiment would take
longer than one day (on‐request), tests are skipped. After having the data stored in OML collection
resources, federation services can retrieve this data. SLA management module can directly access the
data stored in the PostgreSQL database directly, while the reputation engine and the reservation
broker use a data broker that retrieves their data on their behalves. This has been implemented
through the use of Manifold [8] that acts as a data broker. The integration of Manifold and the OML
collection resource is discussed in the following.

3.3.2.1 Integration of Manifold with OML
3.3.2.1.1 Architecture
The integration of Manifold with OML aims at providing a single and secured access to distributed
OML databases relying on PostgreSQL. Therefore a Fed4FIRE user can use its credentials issued by
the Portal in order to access the infrastructure monitoring data stored by the different testbeds as
shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 16: Manifold and OML architecture

3.3.2.1.2 Manifold Queries
Metadata expose to users the objects available through the Manifold Querying language as tables of
a distributed database. The following example shows how to discover these tables using local:object.
#!/usr/bin/env python
import xmlrpclib
srv = xmlrpclib.ServerProxy("https://cetus.ipv6.lip6.fr:7080/", allow_none=True)
auth = {"AuthMethod": "password", "Username": "user", "AuthString": "pass"}
q = {
'action' : 'get',
'object' : 'local:object',
#'filters': [],
'fields' : ["table"]
}
rs=srv.forward(q,{'authentication':auth})
print rs

The metadata of a specific table can be queried using filters, as shown in this example for the
availability table of the infrastructure monitoring:
q = {
'action' :
'object' :
'filters':
'fields' :
}

'get',
'local:object',
[["table", "==",'availability’]],
["*"]
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Selecting the columns.name field allow exposing the columns of a table.
q = {
'action' :
'object' :
'filters':
'fields' :
}

'get',
'local:object',
[["table", "==",'availability’]],
["columns.name"]

Data of the different tables can be queried using filters and fields. As an example, this query is
searching data to know the availability of Netmode node 19, vmhost3 at BonFIRE and OpenStack
controller at FUSECO Playground after 8th of April 2015 at 12:00 CET.
q = {
'action' : 'get',
'object' : 'availability',
'filters': [['availability_node', 'INCLUDED', ['omf.netmode.node19', 'vmhost3',
'openstack-controller-node']], ['availability_last_check', '>', '2015-04-08
12:00:00 +0200']],
'fields' : ['availability_last_check', 'availability_up', 'availability_node']
}

3.3.2.2 Integration of Manifold with the Central Reservation Broker
In the second cycle, Manifold is used by the Central Reservation Broker which is one of the
federation services interested in coarse‐grained infrastructure monitoring service. The integration of
both components is discussed in this section.
During the second development cycle of Fed4FIRE, an instance of the Central Reservation Broker has
been installed that is capable of storing information regarding several testbeds of the Fed4FIRE
ecosystem. There are two kinds of information that are being stored in the Central Reservation
Broker’s inventory:
 Information regarding Resources (nodes, channels, etc.).
 Information regarding Reservations (leases).
Both contain every property that is being advertised by each testbed through Manifold and is useful
for the federation tools that are using the Central Reservation Broker. Please note that every testbed
is unique in terms of what properties are being advertised, thus every testbed needs special
treatment in the testbed integration procedure. To achieve that, two events must be developed, one
that makes a request to Manifold regarding resources and one that makes a request to Manifold
regarding reservations. Both of these events must parse the Manifold response and populate the
inventory accordingly.
query = {
action: 'get',
object: 'nitos:resource',
fields: ['hrn', 'component_name', 'component_id', 'exclusive', 'hrn', 'urn',
'boot_state', 'available', 'x', 'y', 'z', 'longitude', 'latitude', 'altitude',
'interfaces', 'hardware_types', 'type']
}

Listing 1: A request query for all resources of testbed NITOS
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query = {
action: 'get',
object: 'nitos:lease',
fields: ['resource', 'slice', 'duration', 'end_time', 'granularity', 'lease_id',
'start_time', 'lease_type']
}

Listing 2: A request query for all reservations (leases) of testbed NITOS
[ {
"exclusive"=>true,
"interface.component_name"=>"node073:if1",
"network_hrn"=>"omf.nitos",
"component_manager_id"=>"urn:publicid:IDN+omf:nitos+authority+cm",
"network"=>"omf.nitos",
"hostname"=>"node073.nitos.indoor",
"interface.role"=>"experimental",
"hrn"=>"omf.nitos\\.indoor.node073",
"latitude"=>"39.3666667",
"type"=>"node",
"component_name"=>"node073",
"available"=>"true",
"hardware_type.name"=>"PC-Icarus",
"facility_name"=>"Wireless",
"testbed_name"=>"NITOS-Volos",
"component_id"=>"urn:publicid:IDN+omf:nitos.indoor+node+node073",
"interface.component_id"=>
"urn:publicid:IDN+omf:nitos+interface+node073:if1",
"country"=>"Greece",
"urn"=>"urn:publicid:IDN+omf:nitos.indoor+node+node073",
"longitude"=>"22.9458333",
"interface.ip.netmask"=>"255.255.255.0",
"interface.ip.address"=>"10.0.1.73",
"interface.ip.ip_type"=>"ipv4"
}]

Listing 3: A Manifold response related to resources of testbed NITOS
[{
"lease_id"=>"0c25a2e4-276b-4b63-b531-7d3879b99f19",
"slice"=>nil,
"resource"=>"urn:publicid:IDN+omf:nitos+channel+140",
"start_time"=>1430809200,
"end_time"=>1430823600,
"granularity"=>1800,
"duration"=>8
}]

Listing 4: A Manifold response related to reservations (leases) of testbed NITOS

The communication between Manifold and the Central Reservation Broker is being achieved through
XML RPC calls with user/password authentication enabled. In Listing 1 and Listing 2, we quote two
request structures, one for a request regarding resources and one for a request regarding leases.
While in Listing 3 and Listing 4, we quote sample outputs of these requests. The Central Reservation
Broker is capable of refreshing its inventory both periodically and on demand. Every 30 minutes all
integrated testbeds are being queried and the responses are used in order to refresh the inventory.
At the same time a set of REST interface calls are being exposed so that information regarding all or a
subset of the supported testbeds can be refreshed. More specifically, in Table 1, we define how the
REST interface can be used in order to refresh the inventory of the Central Reservation Broker.
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Description
List all available
domains.
Refresh all
domains.
Refresh specific
domains.

Path
/domains

Method
GET

/domain/refresh

POST

/domain/refresh

POST

Body

Result
A list of the integrated domains /testbeds.

Json:
{“domains”:[“*”]}
Json:
{“domains”:[“nitos
”,”netmode”]}

Refresh inventory related to all domains /
testbeds.
Refresh nitos and netmode
domains/testbeds.

‐

Table 1: Set of REST interface calls related to on demand refreshing the inventory

Figure 17 describes the above procedure. Notice that inside the Central Reservation Broker two
major modules were modified / extended. The Am_liaison module provides the required events that
are capable of refreshing the inventory. And the mapping submodule, which is capable of serving
unbound requests and is being called by the Myslice unbound request plugin tool.

Figure 17: The Interaction between Manifold, the Central Reservation Broker and other federation tools
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3.3.3

Fine‐grained infrastructure monitoring for experimenters

This type provides monitoring information about infrastructure resources used by the experimenters
during their experimentation, to which the experimenters have no access. To give an example from
cloud testbeds, experimenters might need to know the usage of the physical machines hosting their
VMs, as observing environmental conditions leads to accurate evaluations of the conducted
experiments.
Infrastructure monitoring service is offered to experimenters on the on‐request basis. An
experimenter while requesting experiment resources can optionally request, if offered,
infrastructure monitoring information related to the requested resources. His request is processed
by testbed AMs and the respective monitoring data is then exported as OML streams to a given
endpoint of an OML collection resource that he owns or might have deployed before like any other
offered resource as part of his experiment/slice or even another experiment/slice. The experimenter
will then access his data stored in the PostgreSQL database used as backend of the OML server.
In the following we present the implementation of this service in two AMs, namely FITeagle [17] and
NITOS Broker.
FITeagle AM has extended to support fine‐grained infrastructure monitoring for experimenters.
Figure 18 shows a high‐level architecture of FITeagle where four interfaces are connected through a
message bus. The northbound interface represents federation mechanisms or APIs such as SFA API.
The southbound interface includes multiple resource adapters that are domain specific and abstract
the functionalities and capabilities of the offered resources at testbed level; one adapter is
implemented per resource type. The westbound interface includes FITeagle core modules, while the
eastbound interface includes integrated services such as the infrastructure monitoring service
concerned in this document.

Figure 18: FITeagle architectural overview
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Resources are described in Fed4FIRE in general through RSpec advertisements, and provisioned
through RSpec requests. To support the implementation of the infrastructure monitoring service for
experimenters, RSpecs are extended in order to advertise the capabilities of providing this service.
That means, if a testbed will (or is able to) provide monitoring information about infrastructure
resource related to a particular resource type, its RSpec is extended to include such capability as
shown in Listing 5, where monitoring service through the advertising of the ability to support OMSP
service is declared .
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
<rspec generated="2015-05-05T11:34:05.739+02:00" generated_by="omnlib" expires="2015-0505T11:34:05.739+02:00" type="advertisement" xmlns="http://www.geni.net/resources/rspec/3">
<node component_id="urn:publicid:IDN+test.fiteagle.org+node+http%3A%2F%2F
test.fiteagle.org%2Fresource%2FVMServer-1" component_manager_id="urn:publicid:IDN+
test.fiteagle.org+authority+cm" component_name="VMServer-1" exclusive="false">
<hardware_type name="http://open-multinet.info/ontology/omn-domain-pc#VMServer"/>
<sliver_type name="http://open-multinet.info/ontology/omn-domain-pc#VM"/>
<sliver_type name="http://demo.fiteagle.org/resource/1024MB_10GB"/>
<sliver_type name="http://demo.fiteagle.org/resource/2048MB_20GB"/>
<sliver_type name="http://demo.fiteagle.org/resource/512MB_5GB"/>
<location longitude="13.3172764" latitude="52.5258083"/>
<ns2:monitoring type="http://open-multinet.info/ontology/omn-monitoring#OMSPService"/>
</node>
</rspec>

Listing 5: RSpec advertisement with infrastructure monitoring enabled for a VM in a test environment

If an experimenter aiming at requesting this resource, using any SFA client such as jFed or Fed4FIRE
portal as shown in Figure 19, he can optionally ask for the related infrastructure monitoring, but he is
obliged to identify the endpoint (the URI) of the collection resource that is capable of receiving and
understanding OML streams. The experimenter can deploy an OML server that is offered by some
Fed4FIRE testbeds as a normal experimental resource. An example of the RSpec request is shown in
Listing 6, where the given URI of the OML server (OMSP service) is identified
“http://federation.av.tu‐berlin.de:3003".
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
<rspec generated="2015-04-27T11:49:00.341+02:00" generated_by="omnlib" type="request"
xmlns:ns2="http://test.fiteagle.org/monitoring" xmlns="http://www.geni.net/resources/rspec/3">
<node
component_manager_id="urn:publicid:IDN+test.fiteagle.org+authority+cm"
component_id="urn:publicid:IDN+test.fiteagle.org+node+http%3A%2F%2Ftest.fiteagle.org%2Fresourc
e%2FVMServer-1"
client_id="myVM"
component_name="VMServer-1"
exclusive="false">
<sliver_type name="http://open-multinet.info/ontology/omn-domain-pc#VM"/>
<ns2:monitoring uri="http://federation.av.tu-berlin.de:3003" type="http://openmultinet.info/ontology/omn-monitoring#OMSPService"/>
</node>
</rspec>

Listing 6: RSpec request for a VM in a test environment with infrastructure monitoring requested and the
URI of the OML collection resource is identified
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Upon the receipt of this request by FITeagle, the respective resource adapter will process the request
and in this case is the OpenStack resource adapter that is in charge of processing VM resource. The
resource adapter will interact with OpenStack API and create a VM. The results are then pushed back
to the FITeagle bus that delivered the success results to the experimenter and store these in the
FITeale database. Information such as the VM ID, its current status (in the creation case is “started”),
and the URI of the experimenter’s OML collection resource are used by the monitoring integrated
service.
This information is used by the monitoring service for two purposes:
i)
Using the VM ID, contact OpenStack API to check the physical machine ID that hosts the
VM, and accordingly
ii)
Configure an OML‐based wrapper (comprising OML client and Zabbix client) in order to
retrieve monitoring data from local monitoring tool (e.g. Zabbix as illustrated in Figure
19) about the respective physical machine (using its ID) and push the data as OML
streams (as shown in Figure 14) to the experimenter’s OML server using the given URI
during the lifetime of the deployed resource.
Once the resource is deleted or its lifetime is over, a notification message is provided by the resource
adapter through the FITeagle bus. This message includes information such as VM ID and its current
status (“deleted”). It is used by the monitoring service to reconfigure OML wrapper to stop pushing
data to the experimenter.

Figure 19: Implementation of infrastructure monitoring service in FITeagle
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The NITOS AM (NITOS Broker), which is used by two testbeds NITOS and Netmode, has been
extended in order to expose through RSpec extensions, the provided infrastructure monitoring
information capabilities. These extensions include also the ability of the experimenter to provide its
own URI of an OML collection endpoint. The provided information is stored by the AM but at this
stage it is not used for providing the actual monitoring data. The mechanism for pushing monitoring
data to the experimenter will be implemented in cycle 3. The overall architecture and the workflow
can be seen in Figure 20.

Figure 20: Implementation of infrastructure monitoring for experimenters in NITOS Broker
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In Listing 7 and Listing 8, we quote RSpecs for a createsliver request with monitoring enabled and the
Manifest of a successful reservation. In the Manifest the oml_url attribute declares the OML server
that the monitoring info will be pushed to and the domain attribute declares the table name that will
be generated in the database.
<rspec …>
<ol:lease client_id="my_lease" valid_from="2015-04-29T19:00:00+02:00" valid_until="2015-0429T20:00:00+02:00"/>
<node component_id="urn:publicid:IDN+omf:nitos+node+node010" client_id="my_node010 ">
<monitoring>
<oml_server url="tcp:nitlab.inf.uth.gr:3003" />
</monitoring>
<ol:lease_ref id_ref="my_lease" />
</node>
</rspec>

Listing 7: RSpec createsliver request with monitoring enabled for one node for NITOS
<rspec …>
<ol:lease id="17b8bb91-dc38-4a68-8329-ad33e716d120" client_id="lease_1234" valid_from="201504-29T17:00:00Z" valid_until="2015-04-29T18:00:00Z"/>
<node client_id="my_node010" component_id="urn:publicid:IDN+omf:nitos+node+node010"
component_manager_id="urn:publicid:IDN+omf:nitos+authority+cm" component_name="node010"
exclusive="true" monitored="true">
<available now="true"/>
<hardware_type name="PC-Grid"/>
<ol:lease_ref id_ref="17b8bb91-dc38-4a68-8329-ad33e716d120"/>
<monitoring>
<oml_info oml_url="tcp:nitlab.inf.uth.gr:3003" domain="monitoring_testSlice_node010"/>
</monitoring>
<services>
<login authentication="ssh-keys" hostname="nitlab.inf.uth.gr" port="22"
username="testSlice"/>
</services>
</node>
</rspec>

Listing 8: Manifest of a successful reservation with monitoring enabled for NITOS

NITOS Broker has a modular architecture; the component that is responsible for communicating with
heterogeneous tools is called Am_liaison as shown in Figure 17. It is only natural that the
implementation of the monitoring functionality has been delegated to the Am_liaison component. In
addition, it is worth mentioning that Am_liaison can be overridden or extended by any other testbed
in order to support other monitoring tools.
Finally, it is to be noticed that in cycle 2, monitoring data is provided to the experimenters stored in
their OML collection resources with PostgreSQL database backends. However, we aim in the third
cycle of the project to extend the fine‐grain infrastructure monitoring service to allow experimenters
to query and visualize their data in a user‐friendly manner. Specifications and plan are provided in
D6.5 “Detailed specifications regarding monitoring and measurement for third cycle” [16].
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4 Conclusion and future work
This deliverable reports on the second Fed4FIRE development cycle concerning the measurement
and monitoring services. Following the specifications reported in D6.2 [2] for the second cycle
implementation, the infrastructure monitoring service (which is one of the main three monitoring
types identified in Fed4FIRE monitoring and measurement architecture) has been implemented and
rolled out for adoption by testbeds.
In this document we have briefly described the changes in the new release of OML v2.11.
Furthermore, we have shown the extension of the facility monitoring service that has been done in
the second development cycle of the project. In this extension, users (experimenters, federation
admins, testbed providers) have in‐depth information about the health and status of all Fed4FIRE
testbeds not only through the FLS dashboard as was the case in the first cycle of the project but also
through multiple further pages to detailed information.
We have presented the implementation done in the second cycle to provide the infrastructure
monitoring service for multiple stakeholders:
 Coarse‐grained infrastructure monitoring for federation services (SLA management,
trustworthy reputation, and reservation broker), and
 Fine‐grained infrastructure monitoring for experimenters.
Unlike the facility monitoring service that is mandatory to be supported by all Fed4FIRE testbeds,
infrastructure monitoring service is an optional service that is currently implemented by some
testbeds. In this document, we have shown how this service has been implemented. We discussed
the implementation using examples of some testbeds but not all which already support the service,
as they follow similar mechanisms.
In the third cycle of the project, we extend the monitoring and measurement architecture with
implementing three additional features, namely the use of a common monitoring information model
across the federation, secure data collection and transportation and allowing experimenter to access
their data in a user‐friendly manner. This work is ongoing and will be continued in the third cycle
following the specifications and implementation plan reported in D6.4 “Detailed specifications
regarding monitoring and measurement for third cycle” [16].
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Appendix A: Example of Zabbix‐OML Wrapper for infrastructure
monitoring used in FUSECO Playground
#!/usr/bin/env python
#
# Copyright (c) 2013, Yahya Al-Hazmi, Technical Universitaet Berlin
#
# This script is used to fetch monitoring data from Zabbix and convert it into
# oml streams with the help of the Python OML library.
# This script requires the oml4py library (oml4py.py) and zabbix_api.py.
#
import oml4py4fedservices
import time
import math
from datetime import datetime
import pytz
import logging
import logging.handlers
import ast
import sys
import exceptions
import cStringIO
import pycurl
import os
from zabbix_api import ZabbixAPI
import tempfile
import time
from threading import Thread
def init_logger(settings,name):
logger=logging.getLogger(name)
logfilename=settings['logger_filename']
if(settings['logger_loglevel']=="DEBUG"):
loglevel=logging.DEBUG
elif settings['logger_loglevel']=="INFO":
loglevel=logging.INFO
elif settings['logger_loglevel']=="WARNING":
loglevel=logging.WARNING
else:
loglevel=logging.ERROR
logformatter=logging.Formatter(settings['logger_formatter'])
logger.setLevel(loglevel)
if(settings['logger_toconsole']=="1"):
ch1 = logging.StreamHandler()
ch1.setLevel(loglevel)
ch1.setFormatter(logformatter)
logger.addHandler(ch1)
ch2 = logging.handlers.RotatingFileHandler(logfilename,
maxBytes=int(settings['logger_maxBytes']), backupCount=int(settings['logger_backupCount']))
ch2.setLevel(loglevel)
ch2.setFormatter(logformatter)
logger.addHandler(ch2)
return logger
def read_config(filename):
try:
f = open(filename, "r")
except:
logger.error("can not read file %s, script terminated" % (filename))
sys.exit()
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try:
dictionsry = {}
for line in f:
splitchar = '='
kv = line.split(splitchar)
if (len(kv)==2):
dictionsry[kv[0]] = str(kv[1])[1:-2]
return dictionsry
except:
logger.error("can not read file %s to a dictionary, format must be KEY=VALUE" %
(filename))
sys.exit()
def get_status(itemid):
str =
zapi.history.get({"output":"extend","history":1,"itemids":itemid,"sortfield":"clock","sortorde
r":"DESC","limit":1})
s= str.pop()
current= time.strftime("%Y-%m-%dT%H:%M:%S+00:00",time.gmtime(int(s['clock'])))
ret={}
ret['current'] = current
ret['status'] = s['value']
return ret
# ---------------------------------------------------------#
Script start
# ---------------------------------------------------------# read the configuration file from to the dictionary settings
try:
settings=read_config('/opt/zabbix/etc/facility-monitoring.cfg')
#settings=read_config('facility-monitoring.cfg')
except:
logger.error("can not read file facility-monitoring.cfg in /opt/zabbix/etc.")
sys.exit()
logger=init_logger(settings,'facility-monitoring.py')
try:
zabbix_server_uri = settings['localserver']
zapi = ZabbixAPI(server=zabbix_server_uri, log_level=int(settings['log_level']))
zabbix_username = settings['username']
zabbix_password = settings['password']
zapi.login(zabbix_username,zabbix_password)
except:
logger.error("can not open local host.")
sys.exit()
omlInst = oml4py.OMLBase("fiteagle", "FUSECO", "fuseco.fokus.fraunhofer.de",
"tcp:193.175.132.241:3003")
omlInst.addmp("availability", "node:string up:double last_check:string")
omlInst.addmp("memory", "node:string total:double free:double available:double
last_check:string")
omlInst.addmp("cpu", "node:string total:double free:double available:double last_check:string")
omlInst.start()
try:
# availability
hostid = zapi.host.get({"filter":{"host":"FITeagle-ZabbixServer"},"output":"extend"}).pop()['hostid']
fiteagle = zapi.item.get({"output": "extend","hostids":
hostid,"search":{"name":"Fiteagle Server is running"}}).pop()['lastvalue']
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epc_client = zapi.item.get({"output": "extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"EPCClient is running"}}).pop()['lastvalue']
measurement_server = zapi.item.get({"output":
"extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"Measurement-Server is
running"}}).pop()['lastvalue']
fuseco_ssh_gateway = zapi.item.get({"output":
"extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"FUSECO-SSH-Gateway is
running"}}).pop()['lastvalue']
epc_pgw = zapi.item.get({"output": "extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"epc-pgw
is running"}}).pop()['lastvalue']
epc_epdg = zapi.item.get({"output": "extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"epcepdg is running"}}).pop()['lastvalue']
epc_sgw_mm = zapi.item.get({"output": "extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"epcsgw-mm is running"}}).pop()['lastvalue']
epc_enablers = zapi.item.get({"output":
"extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"epc-enablers is running"}}).pop()['lastvalue']
os_controller = zapi.item.get({"output":
"extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"OpenStack
running"}}).pop()['lastvalue']
os_network = zapi.item.get({"output":
"extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"OpenStack
running"}}).pop()['lastvalue']
os_compute1 = zapi.item.get({"output":
"extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"Openstack
running"}}).pop()['lastvalue']
os_compute2 = zapi.item.get({"output":
"extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"Openstack
running"}}).pop()['lastvalue']

Controller Node is

Network Node is

Compute Node1 is

Compute Node2 is

# memory, cpu
hostid=zapi.host.get({"filter":{"host":"epc-clientalice"},"output":"extend"}).pop()['hostid']
epc_client_totalmem = zapi.item.get({"output":
"extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"Total memory"}}).pop()['lastvalue']
epc_client_freemem = zapi.item.get({"output":
"extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"Free memory"}}).pop()['lastvalue']
epc_client_availmem = zapi.item.get({"output":
"extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"Available memory"}}).pop()['lastvalue']
epc_client_totalcpu = int(zapi.item.get({"output":
"extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"Number of cores"}}).pop()['lastvalue']) * 100
epc_client_freecpu = epc_client_totalcpu - (float(zapi.item.get({"output":
"extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"Processor load"}}).pop()['lastvalue']) * 100)
hostid=zapi.host.get({"filter":{"host":"measurementserver"},"output":"extend"}).pop()['hostid']
measurement_server_totalmem = zapi.item.get({"output":
"extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"Total memory"}}).pop()['lastvalue']
measurement_server_freemem = zapi.item.get({"output":
"extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"Free memory"}}).pop()['lastvalue']
measurement_server_availmem = zapi.item.get({"output":
"extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"Available memory"}}).pop()['lastvalue']
measurement_server_totalcpu = int(zapi.item.get({"output":
"extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"Number of cores"}}).pop()['lastvalue']) * 100
measurement_server_freecpu = measurement_server_totalcpu (float(zapi.item.get({"output": "extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"Processor
load"}}).pop()['lastvalue']) * 100)
hostid=zapi.host.get({"filter":{"host":"pgw"},"output":"extend"}).pop()['hostid']
epc_pgw_totalmem = zapi.item.get({"output":
"extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"Total memory"}}).pop()['lastvalue']
epc_pgw_freemem = zapi.item.get({"output":
"extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"Free memory"}}).pop()['lastvalue']
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epc_pgw_availmem = zapi.item.get({"output":
"extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"Available memory"}}).pop()['lastvalue']
epc_pgw_totalcpu = int(zapi.item.get({"output":
"extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"Number of cores"}}).pop()['lastvalue']) * 100
epc_pgw_freecpu = epc_pgw_totalcpu - (float(zapi.item.get({"output":
"extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"Processor load"}}).pop()['lastvalue']) * 100)
hostid=zapi.host.get({"filter":{"host":"epdg"},"output":"extend"}).pop()['hostid']
epc_epdg_totalmem = zapi.item.get({"output":
"extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"Total memory"}}).pop()['lastvalue']
epc_epdg_freemem = zapi.item.get({"output":
"extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"Free memory"}}).pop()['lastvalue']
epc_epdg_availmem = zapi.item.get({"output":
"extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"Available memory"}}).pop()['lastvalue']
epc_epdg_totalcpu = int(zapi.item.get({"output":
"extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"Number of cores"}}).pop()['lastvalue']) * 100
epc_epdg_freecpu = epc_epdg_totalcpu - (float(zapi.item.get({"output":
"extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"Processor load"}}).pop()['lastvalue']) * 100)
hostid=zapi.host.get({"filter":{"host":"sgw-mmesgsn"},"output":"extend"}).pop()['hostid']
epc_sgw_mm_totalmem = zapi.item.get({"output":
"extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"Total memory"}}).pop()['lastvalue']
epc_sgw_mm_freemem = zapi.item.get({"output":
"extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"Free memory"}}).pop()['lastvalue']
epc_sgw_mm_availmem = zapi.item.get({"output":
"extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"Available memory"}}).pop()['lastvalue']
epc_sgw_mm_totalcpu = int(zapi.item.get({"output":
"extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"Number of cores"}}).pop()['lastvalue']) * 100
epc_sgw_mm_freecpu = epc_sgw_mm_totalcpu - (float(zapi.item.get({"output":
"extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"Processor load"}}).pop()['lastvalue']) * 100)
hostid=zapi.host.get({"filter":{"host":"epcenablers"},"output":"extend"}).pop()['hostid']
epc_enablers_totalmem = zapi.item.get({"output":
"extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"Total memory"}}).pop()['lastvalue']
epc_enablers_freemem = zapi.item.get({"output":
"extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"Free memory"}}).pop()['lastvalue']
epc_enablers_availmem = zapi.item.get({"output":
"extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"Available memory"}}).pop()['lastvalue']
epc_enablers_totalcpu = int(zapi.item.get({"output":
"extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"Number of cores"}}).pop()['lastvalue']) * 100
epc_enablers_freecpu = epc_enablers_totalcpu - (float(zapi.item.get({"output":
"extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"Processor load"}}).pop()['lastvalue']) * 100)
hostid=zapi.host.get({"filter":{"host":"os-comp-1"},"output":"extend"}).pop()['hostid']
os_compute1_totalmem = zapi.item.get({"output":
"extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"Total memory"}}).pop()['lastvalue']
os_compute1_freemem = zapi.item.get({"output":
"extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"Free memory"}}).pop()['lastvalue']
os_compute1_availmem = zapi.item.get({"output":
"extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"Available memory"}}).pop()['lastvalue']
os_compute1_totalcpu = int(zapi.item.get({"output":
"extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"Number of cores"}}).pop()['lastvalue']) * 100
os_compute1_freecpu = os_compute1_totalcpu - (float(zapi.item.get({"output":
"extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"Processor load"}}).pop()['lastvalue']) * 100)
hostid=zapi.host.get({"filter":{"host":"os-comp-2"},"output":"extend"}).pop()['hostid']
os_compute2_totalmem = zapi.item.get({"output":
"extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"Total memory"}}).pop()['lastvalue']
os_compute2_freemem = zapi.item.get({"output":
"extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"Free memory"}}).pop()['lastvalue']
os_compute2_availmem = zapi.item.get({"output":
"extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"Available memory"}}).pop()['lastvalue']
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os_compute2_totalcpu = int(zapi.item.get({"output":
"extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"Number of cores"}}).pop()['lastvalue']) * 100
os_compute2_freecpu = os_compute2_totalcpu - (float(zapi.item.get({"output":
"extend","hostids":hostid,"search":{"name":"Processor load"}}).pop()['lastvalue']) * 100)
except:
logger.error("cannot fetch data from Zabbix.")
sys.exit()
tz=pytz.timezone("Europe/Berlin")
aware_dt=tz.localize(datetime.now())
current=aware_dt.isoformat() #datetime.now().isoformat() #time.time()
try:
omlInst.inject("availability",
omlInst.inject("availability",
omlInst.inject("availability",
omlInst.inject("availability",
omlInst.inject("availability",
current])
omlInst.inject("availability",
omlInst.inject("availability",
current])
omlInst.inject("availability",
omlInst.inject("availability",
omlInst.inject("availability",

[
[
[
[
[

"epc-enablers", int(epc_enablers), current])
"epc-sgw-mm", int(epc_sgw_mm), current ])
"epc-epdg", int(epc_epdg), current ])
"epc-pdngw", int(epc_pgw), current ])
"measurement-server", int(measurement_server),

[ "epc-client", int(epc_client), current ])
[ "openstack-controller-node", int(os_controller),
[ "openstack-network-node", int(os_network), current])
[ "openstack-compute-node1", int(os_compute1), current])
[ "openstack-compute-node2", int(os_compute2), current])

omlInst.inject("memory", [ "epc-client", int(epc_client_totalmem),
int(epc_client_freemem), int(epc_client_availmem), current])
omlInst.inject("memory", [ "measurement-server", int(measurement_server_totalmem),
int(measurement_server_freemem), int(measurement_server_availmem), current])
omlInst.inject("memory", [ "epc-enablers", int(epc_enablers_totalmem),
int(epc_enablers_freemem), int(epc_enablers_availmem), current])
omlInst.inject("memory", [ "epc-epdg", int(epc_epdg_totalmem), int(epc_epdg_freemem),
int(epc_epdg_availmem), current])
omlInst.inject("memory", [ "epc-pdngw", int(epc_pgw_totalmem), int(epc_pgw_freemem),
int(epc_pgw_availmem), current])
omlInst.inject("memory", [ "epc-sgw-mm", int(epc_sgw_mm_totalmem),
int(epc_sgw_mm_freemem), int(epc_sgw_mm_availmem), current])
omlInst.inject("memory", [ "openstack-compute-node1", int(os_compute1_totalmem),
int(os_compute1_freemem), int(os_compute1_availmem), current])
omlInst.inject("memory", [ "openstack-compute-node2", int(os_compute2_totalmem),
int(os_compute2_freemem), int(os_compute2_availmem), current])
omlInst.inject("cpu", [ "epc-client", epc_client_totalcpu, int(epc_client_freecpu), 0,
current])
omlInst.inject("cpu", [ "measurement-server", measurement_server_totalcpu,
int(measurement_server_freecpu), 0, current])
omlInst.inject("cpu", [ "epc-enablers", epc_enablers_totalcpu,
int(epc_enablers_freecpu), 0, current])
omlInst.inject("cpu", [ "epc-epdg", epc_epdg_totalcpu, int(epc_enablers_freecpu), 0,
current])
omlInst.inject("cpu", [ "epc-pdngw", epc_pgw_totalcpu, int(epc_pgw_freecpu), 0,
current])
omlInst.inject("cpu", [ "epc-sgw-mm", epc_sgw_mm_totalcpu, int(epc_sgw_mm_freecpu), 0,
current])
omlInst.inject("cpu", [ "openstack-compute-node1", os_compute1_totalcpu,
int(os_compute1_freecpu), 0, current])
omlInst.inject("cpu", [ "openstack-compute-node2", os_compute2_totalcpu,
int(os_compute2_freecpu), 0, current])
except:
logger.error("cannot inject items into Oml.")
sys.exit()
omlInst.close()
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